Response dated 31 January 2021 to the Report by the Committee of Experts on NonPersonal Data Governance Framework released by the Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology in December 2020
Dvara Research1 is an independent Indian not-for-profit research institution guided by our mission of
ensuring that every individual and every enterprise has complete access to financial services. Our work
seeks to address challenges for policy and regulation in India given the waves of digital innovation
sweeping financial services, focussing on the impact on lower income individuals in the country. The
regulation and protection of data has been a core area of our recent research.
In this document we present our response to the revised Report by the Committee of Experts on NonPersonal Data Governance Framework (the Framework) released by the Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology (MeitY) in December 2020. Our analyses suggest that the Framework is built
with a disproportionate emphasis on the economic value to be realised by the sharing of Non-personal
Data (NPD) and a narrow appreciation of the social and welfare-based merits and demerits of sharing
privately held NPD. This emphasis on narrowly defined economic benefits risks creating an ecosystem
that is not able to fully tap into the social benefits of sharing NPD, and has weak safeguards for
consumer protection. Consequently, our response is organised into three sections:
1. Section I provides an analysis of the goals of the Framework, as set out in section 3.5, and offers
recommendations for creating more equitable, inclusive, and ethical overarching principles for data
sharing,
2. Section II examines the design of the institutions proposed to enable the sharing of NPD and offers
recommendations for strengthening their institutional design,
3. Section III highlights the gaps in consumer protection and offers recommendations for addressing
them.
This response continues our engagement with the public consultation process with the Framework.2 We
are concerned that, contrary to its objectives, the Framework would be unable to create benefits and
ensure safety for communities, and may be inadequate to democratise the rights over NPD.
We welcome the opportunity to assist the Committee in developing the Framework further by
responding to questions and comments, or by offering research assistance on the topic.
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Dvara Research has made several contributions to the Indian financial system and participated in engagements
with many key regulators and the Government of India. Through our recent work we have extended research
inputs to bodies including the Committee of Experts on Data Protection under the Chairmanship of Justice B.N.
Srikrishna, the Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology (MeitY) and the RBI’s Committee on
Deepening of Digital Payments. Our primary research on Indians’ data sharing attitudes was cited in the 2017
White Paper of the Expert Committee on Data Protection under the Chairmanship of Justice B.N. Srikrishna. Our
regulatory proposals on enforcement and the design of the Data Protection Authority (DPA) were specifically
acknowledged and relied upon in the Final Report of the Committee dated 27 July 2018.
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Our response to the Report of the Committee of Experts on Non-Personal Data Governance Framework released
by MeitY in July 2020 can be accessed here.
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Section I: Analysis of the Goals of the Framework
Section 3.5 of the Framework presents two sets of goals that are sought to be achieved by the proposed
regulation/ legislative policy (pp. 5-6). The first set of goals focuses on creating an enforcing framework
that establishes the rights of communities over NPD, and protecting them from harms arising from the
re-identification and misuse of NPD. The second set of goals are intended to unlock economic value
from NPD for the benefit of Indians and create a data sharing framework that enjoys regulatory
certainty.
An analysis of literature on the socio-economic implications of sharing privately held NPD and the
objectives of other comparable frameworks suggests that the rationale for some of these goals are
unclear. They do not take into consideration the complete economic and social merits and
demerits of sharing privately held NPD.

i.

The rationale for sharing privately held NPD widely is unclear: Section 3.5(ii) sets out the
goal of creating a data sharing framework. However, the Report does not outline principles
that justify widely sharing privately held NPD for the purposes of public interest.
In the field of data governance, there are well-established principles for opening publicly
collected NPD for the benefit of all. As set out in the Data Sharing Principles for Developing
Countries publicly collected NPD is highly non-excludable (CODATA-PASTD, 2015; The
Nairobi Data Sharing Principles). Since all tax-payers contribute to the collection of that data,
it is impossible to exclude anyone from it. This high degree of non-excludability, coupled with
data’s inherent non-rivalrous nature, justifies widely sharing publicly collected NPD. This is
also the rationale behind the National Data Sharing and Accessibility Policy (NDSAP), which
is designed to make non-sensitive data available for legitimate and registered use, “given the
deployment of substantial level of investment of public funds in collection of data and the
untapped potentials of benefits to society...” (Ministry of Science and Technology, 2012).
However, it is unclear if a similar rationale exists for sharing privately held NPD - considering
they are collected as part of private activities and are excludable.

ii. The goals do not account for the welfare costs of sharing privately held NPD: Section 3.5
(ii) pursues the goal of “unlocking economic benefit from non-personal data for India and its
people”. However, neither this specific goal nor the Framework in general considers the
potential welfare loss of widely sharing privately held NPD.
Though data-sharing is generally welfare enhancing, it also raises certain concerns. These
include concerns regarding privacy, collusion among providers due to the exposure of
strategically important information about the market, and the imposition of other costs on the
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economy such as disincentivising collection of data altogether (Graef, Tombal, & Streel,
2019).
The European Union, for instance issued “Horizontal Agreements Guidelines” which examine
whether there are any negative implications to the sharing of information among competitors
(European Commission, 2011). Factors that can cause the exchange of information among
competitors to restrict competition include “the strategic nature of the information, the market
coverage of the firms involved […], the age of the data, the frequency of the information
exchange, the public or non-public nature of the information… etc.” (Graef, Tombal, & Streel,
2019).
Recently, the case of Insurance Ireland brought out the potential welfare losses that can accrue
due to data pooling among competitors. Insurance Ireland is an association of motor insurance
providers in Ireland that administers a database where member companies contribute insurance
claims data on an ongoing basis. The objective of the system is “to facilitate the detection of
potentially fraudulent behaviour by insurance claimants and to ensure the accuracy of
information provided by potential customers to insurance companies and/or their agents”
(European Commission, 2019). The European Commission is currently reviewing if the
creation of this database and its controlled access impose a competitive disadvantage to nonmember insurance providers, and restrict the choices of insurance products available to Irish
drivers. While reviewing this case, the European Commission has also raised a more
fundamental question on whether “Data pooling reveals the market strategies of players and
adversely affects competition in the market” (European Commission, 2019).
The Framework does restrict the sharing of trade secrets or intellectual property of businesses.
However, it does not consider if the sharing of NPD could result in the strategies of competitors
being revealed, or if it will help companies collude amongst themselves, to the detriment of
the consumer. Without accounting for these welfare losses or placing reasonable fetters to
prevent them from occurring, the Framework seems to take an incomplete view of the
economic benefits of sharing privately held NPD.

iii. The Framework places a disproportionate emphasis on unlocking economic benefits: The
Framework seems to consider realising economic gains from NPD as its chief objective.
However, there is growing appreciation that the collection, sharing and use of NPD in public
interest must give due consideration to ethical concerns, human rights and implications on
minority groups (European Commission, 2020).
The case of one of the largest networks for the sharing of citizens’ data — the Eurocities —
may provide an example of the goals that can be set when data is shared for public interest.
The Eurocities is a network of 190 cities in 39 countries which uses citizens’ data to improve
the condition of European cities (EuroCities, n.a.). It sets out six goals for itself, which include
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the two distinct goals of creating inclusive cities and creating prosperous cities. In addition to
identifying inclusion as a goal for its work, the network is also sensitive to the disparate impact
that data collection and analyses can have on different groups. Therefore, it also identifies the
principle of ethical and social responsibility, where it recognises that “collecting and
combining data may result in unforeseen insights on society or individuals”. As such, it
requires entities that are involved in the collection of data to adjust their practices so as to
“prevent all forms of discrimination based on, for example, gender, age, socio-economic
status, ideology, race or religious beliefs” (Mejia, 2019).
In comparison, the Framework’s conceptualisation of the goal of unlocking economic value
appears very narrow. Under the proposed Framework, Data Requesters would approach Data
Trustees requesting access to HVDs that they can use to create benefits. The underlying
assumption for this Framework appears to be that Data Requesters and Data Trustees would
mutually benefit from the value of an HVD. However, this assumption is questionable
considering how data only has perceived value. Data only has value that is perceived by entities
who would find the data useful (Agarwal, 2020). Data which is not deemed useful by entities
is unlikely to have any value by itself (Benjamin, Bhuvaneswari, & Rajan, 2007; Economic
Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, 2013; OECD, 2018; Wright, Prakash,
Abraham, & Shah, n.a.). Under the Framework, it is likely that Data Requesters would approach
only those Data Trustees with HVDs that they perceive to be valuable. As a result, communities
whose data has no perceived value are unlikely to benefit from the Framework. For instance,
low-technology communities that produce low amounts of data or low-value data could find
themselves outside the scope of Data Requesters who find their data to be of little value.
Communities that currently generate more data are therefore likely to benefit the most,
widening the digital divide further (Agarwal, 2020; UNCTAD, 2019).
More broadly, social perceptions and structural discrimination faced by various communities
could also ostracise these communities from drawing equal benefits from this Framework
(Competition Commission of India, 2020; World Economic Forum, 2019). For instance,
although women might generate high amounts of NPD in a city, the women community might
receive fewer benefits unless products and services are specifically crafted with a gendered
lens. Therefore, the focus on unlocking economic value may lead to unequitable outcomes and
reinforce existing socioeconomic inequalities.
It may be worthwhile to reiterate this goal and focus on unlocking economic benefits with a
view to being more inclusive. Similar criteria also exist with respect to other digital
applications, which can be used as a guideline. For instance, the United Nations has issued the
FATEN Principles for Artificial Intelligence. These principles stress on the objectives of
Fairness, preserving Autonomy and Accountability, Trust and Transparency, Equality and
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beneficence and Non-maleficence in the use of AI (United Nations Sustainable Development
Group, 2017).
Recommendations for principles using privately held NPD for public interest uses
The European Union’s High-Level Expert Group on Business-to-Government (B2G) Data Sharing
recommends drawing inspiration from certain principles when devising an ethical framework for B2G
data sharing (European Commission, 2020). These principles are set out in Box 1.

Box 1:Proposals for ethical principles for B2G data sharing frameworks, High-Level Expert Group on
B2G Data Sharing, EU.

FATEN: Ethical principles
Fairness: B2G data-sharing frameworks might need to address potential biases in the data or provide
information about such biases to the public-sector bodies. Given that B2G data sharing impacts
several areas such as health, climate change or transport, a constructive exchange of resources and
knowledge between the private, public and social sectors should be encouraged.
Accountability and autonomy: There should be clear accountability regarding the consequences of
decisions taken and actions implemented because of B2G data-sharing. Human autonomy should
never be violated through the use of data.
Trust and transparency: Generally, trust emerges when three conditions are met: (1) competence
regarding the specific task that the trust will be placed onto; (2) reliability, that is, sustained
competence over time; and (3) honesty and transparency.
Equality and beneficence: Any B2G data-sharing project should aim to have a positive impact on
society, with sustainability, diversity and veracity. B2G data-sharing should contribute to increasing
equality by enabling more stakeholders to benefit from the existence of data.
Non-maleficence: B2G data-sharing initiatives need to minimise their potential maleficence or
potential negative consequences ensuring the security, reliability, robustness of the data and the
processes that analyse it. It should also apply a principle of prudence and always preserve privacy.
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Section II: Analysis of the design of the proposed entities
The sharing of NPD under the Framework broadly involves five key entities: (i) The Data Custodian
(ii) the Data Trustee (iii) the Community (iv) the Data Requester and the (v) Non-Personal Data
Authority (NPDA). Data Trustees have the power to create bespoke HVDs which contain NPD
belonging to one or many communities. Data Trustees create these HVDs by collecting data from Data
Custodians, which in turn collect the data from data principals based on their consent. The NPDA can
mandate data sharing between the Data Custodian and the Data Trustee except on certain grounds
mentioned in the Report. Further, the Framework allows for Data Requesters to approach Data Trustees
for seeking access to HVDs. Data Trustees are free to deny access of HVDs to Data Requesters
(Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, 2020).
Our analysis of the Framework suggests that the proposed institutional design of these entities is
weak, and riddled with several and severe misalignment of interests that can weaken the proposed
community rights and the desired economic benefits. We discuss the deficiencies in each of these
proposed entities below.

1. The current conceptualisation of “Community” is not inclusive, creates challenges for
collective decision making and threatens the existence of community rights.
The Framework defines “Community” as:
“…Any group of people that are bound by common interests and purposes, and involved
in social and/or economic interactions. It could be a geographic community, a
community by life, livelihood, economic interactions or other social interests and
objectives, and/or an entirely virtual community.” (p. 16).
This definition of community requires that members of a community share some pre-defined socially
constructed, physical and/or behavioural characteristics (Kammourieh, et al., 2017). Further, it assumes
that the members of such groups are self-aware and proclaim the existence of and belongingness to such
groups (Dvara Research, 2020; Mittelstadt, 2016). Mittelstad (2016) identifies three types of groups
based on membership:
i.

Collectives: This refers to groups formed by individuals based on common background,
interests, traits, and/or purposes, such as labour unions and trade unions.

ii. Ascriptive groups: This refers to groups formed by individuals that share some inherent or
incidentally developed characteristics, such as ethnic and racial groups.
iii. Ad-hoc groups: This refers to groups whose membership is based on perceived, and
sometimes new and imperceptible links between members, often for a limited purpose or time.
These include market segments and profiling groups (Dvara Research, 2020).
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The current formulation of community in the Framework leaves Ad-hoc groups out of the scope of
community rights. This is especially worrying considering that a sizeable proportion of use cases on the
Internet affect such Ad-hoc communities. In 2014, the White House Published a report on Data Brokers.
That Report produced evidence that data brokers create highly nuanced profiles of individuals on the
web such as single mothers that speak Spanish (Federal Trade Commission, 2014). These profiles, in
one use case were sold to a predatory lender who utilised these insights to make predatory loans. While
it is clear that there was a community of single mothers that was affected by these unethical lending
practices, it is also amply clear that individual members of this community (i) do not know such a
community exists (ii) do not know they belong to a community such as this, and (iii) cannot identify
other members of the community. Therefore, it is unreasonable to expect this group to coordinate
amongst themselves and exercise their collective rights to protect themselves from harm. Therefore,
this Framework does not provide for a method for virtual communities to be recognised or exercise
their rights and does not appear to be inclusive.

2. The Data Trustee model risks being unrepresentative and prone to abuse due to lack of
misalignment of incentives.
2.1. The Data Trustee model risks being unrepresentative.
Per Section 7.7 of the Framework, a Data Trustee is any government or non-profit private organisation
that decides to host an HVD for representing the interests of a community (pp. 18-19). In principle, the
Framework enables any group of members from a community to organise themselves to create a Data
Trustee. Further, per section 7.8 (iii) of the Framework, support from a “minimum number of community
entities” is an important criterion for the NPDA to consider when assessing the applications for
formation of Data Trustees. (p. 19). However, we worry that though necessary, these safeguards may
be insufficient to ensure the representativeness of Data Trustees.
Learnings from the pilot of a Data Trust in the UK suggest that deliberative effort and democratic
decision making is crucial to improve legitimacy of the data trust, peoples’ willingness to share their
data with them, and also affects the value that can be generated from the sharing of that data. A report
on the learnings of the pilot, co-authored with the Open Data Institute, emphasises that “engagement
and deliberation are central to the way that data trusts build trust” (Open Data Institute, 2019).
Engagement and deliberation gain heightened significance in the context of civic data, i.e., data trusts
that use citizens’ data for solving citizens’ issues. On ground experience of a prominent data trust
experiment, Toronto's Quayside, provides another useful example in this regard. Among the many
criticisms of the project, a significant one has been its proposal to create a civic data trust for controlling
data collected in the area, without citizens’ engagement and participation in its design. It has left an
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enduring lesson for involving citizens in the creation of datasets based on their data, and directed at
solving their problems (McDonald, 2018; Open Data Institute, 2019).
First, in its current form, the Framework does not contain specific guidelines to ensure how Data
Trustees would engage and conduct consultations with the digitally marginalised, historically underrepresented and the harder-to-reach segments of society. The Framework lacks provisions that can
guarantee representation and service for diverse communities. A representation of minimum community
members does not necessarily translate into the representation of the most vulnerable members of the
community.This is especially true for the Indian demographic where estimates suggest only 25-40% of
the population own a smartphone (Chugh & Raghavan, 2019), and computer ownership continues to
remain low with a mere 4.4% of rural households and 23.4% urban households reporting having a
computer as of June 2018 (Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation, 2020). In such
instances, a digital-first data trust may not be inclusive and risks leaving out the digitally excluded from
making the decision on how the data about them, collected by public and private infrastructure, should
be used (Open Data Institute, 2019).
Further, there also exists significant barriers that prevent under-represented communities from
organising themselves and creating their own Data Trusts. In its current form, the Framework requires
communities to register themselves as section 8 companies, possess high levels of technical expertise
to maintain databases, and expend significant resources to maintain the technical infrastructure to host
HVDs. There does not appear to be any indication that the Government is required to upskill or fund
the efforts of marginalized communities that wish to perform the functions of a Data Trustee. In the
absence of public support, these technical requirements pose significant barriers for marginalized
communities to become Data Trusts.
2.2. The limitation of only one Data Trustee per HVD appears arbitrary and prone to abuse of
dominance.
Section 7.7 (iv) of the Framework mandates that only one Data Trustee can be appointed to oversee an
HVD (p. 19). The rationale for limiting the number of Data Trustees that can exercise control over an
HVD appears unclear. A preliminary analysis suggests that it creates a condition of both monopoly and
monopsony in the data-sharing framework. By limiting the number of Data Trustees per HVD, the
Framework risks creating a monopoly, forcing people to share their data with the Data Trust even when
they are not satisfied with their governance or decision-making practices. Further, the lack of
competition among Data Trustees also leaves little incentives for a Data Trustee to invest in improving
the quality or format of data, forcing end-users to keep accepting inferior quality data.
This preliminary analysis is validated by emerging evidence on competition among Data Trustees. In
their seminal paper, Delacroix & Lawrence (2018) find that the effectiveness of a Data Trust framework
to give users control over their data increases when users are free to choose among multiple Trusts. The
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authors write that “there should be a plurality of Trusts, allowing data subjects to choose a Trust that
reflects their aspirations, and to switch Trusts when needed.” In light of growing scholarly support of
the consumer protecting and market disciplining effect of multiple Data Trusts, it is unclear why the
Framework has chosen to shut competition among Data Trustees.

Recommendations for creating socially legitimate Data Trustees
If a Data Trustee is to represent the interests of diverse communities within a larger community, and
owe a duty of care, there must be an institutional mechanism that can promote democratic process to (i)
define interests (ii) make decisions (iii) bargain for benefits (iv) ensure robust governance (v) resolve
conflicts and (vi) enforce the duty of care (Jindal & Nigam, 2020). Adding these nuances will strengthen
the representativeness of the proposed Data Trustee framework.
Further, the recently concluded Data Trust pilots in the UK have led to the recognition of six stages for
the creation of socially legitimate data trusts. These stages set out the actions that a Data Trust must
perform to ensure it is democratic, upholds the interests of the communities it seeks to represent and
demonstrate that it acted in the best interest of the community. These stages and the specific actions
they command are set in Box 2, and can serve as guidelines for creating socially legitimate Data
Trustees.
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Box 2: Phases of the life cycle of a Data Trust | Source: (Open Data Institute, 2019).

Phases of the life cycle of a Data Trust
•

Scope – This stage is needed to determine if a Data Trust is needed. It requires entities willing to
create a Data Trust to search on existing bodies and intermediaries that may already collect the
proposed data set that the Data Trust seeks to share. It also requires the prospective Data Trust to
investigate if a Data Trust is the most suitable mechanism to share the prospective dataset or if for
instance an open sharing mechanism may be more suitable. This stage also requires a prospective
Data Trust to engage with all stakeholders including prospective data holders [custodian in this
Framework], beneficiaries and end-users and explain the objectives of the data trust, the use cases
it is trying to solve for, and assess if there is demand for the database.

•

Co-design – This stage requires prospective Data Trusts to build consensus, purpose, its legal and
organisational structure, how it will be staffed, and the roles of all stakeholders. This stage focuses
on deciding how benefits will be created and shared by the data trust, who can provide data to the
trust, and charting out rules around how decisions will be made regarding granting access to the
data held by the Trust.

•

Launch – While launching the Data Trust, it should be mandatory to set up and register the
organisation in line with its agreed purpose, and ensure it publishes information transparently about
its processes. Communication should be targeted at all stakeholders in ways that are most accessible
to them, so they know the Data Trust exists and are able to exercise scrutiny over its functioning.

•

Operate – This stage focuses on the need to ensure that data is maintained and will continue to be
available. Data contributions, and data requests, will need to be accepted, processed and responded
to, and the complementary technical systems needed to support these requests will have to be
created and maintained. Further, the benefits from harnessing the data should be administered and
audits or checks may be needed to ensure that stakeholders conform to the Data Trust rules.
Breaches of rules about how the data is used will need to be detected and dealt with.

•

Evaluate – When evaluating a Data Trust, it will be important to consider both positive and
negative impacts on people. Stakeholders should be surveyed to gather feedback and assess if the
decisions being made are consistent with the trust’s purpose. Some of this evaluation may need to
be done by external third-parties to ensure independent evaluation in the operations of the Data
Trust. Regulators should also evaluate Data Trusts.

•

Retire – If a Data Trust has been evaluated and a decision has been made to retire it, the timeline
for its close-down period will need to be determined and communicated to stakeholders. Services
will need to be wound down and the information that it contained should be archived.
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3. The contextual definition of NPD introduces infirmities in the regulatory remit of the NPDA.
Principles of effective regulation require that the objectives of a regulation are clear and regulators do
not have competing, conflicting objectives (OECD, 2014). We submit that the context-sensitive and
constantly evolving definition of NPD introduces infirmities in the regulatory objectives of the NPDA.
The definition of NPD as stated in the Framework (p. 7) is “data that is not personal data (as defined
under the PDP Bill), or data that is without any Personally Identifiable Information (PII)”. The
distinction between NPD and personal data is drawn on the basis of identifiability. Information is
considered personally identifiable if it either directly identifies individuals or identifies individuals
when it is considered in conjunction with other available information (Medical Research Council,
2019). Although, these definitions appear to be theoretically distinct, in practice they are mutually
exclusive.
Identifiability of data is continuously evolving and context-sensitive and cannot be established in an
absolute manner. Often NPD can be combined to reveal PII. In one study, anonymised data that had
information about the movie preferences of Netflix users was used in conjunction with publicly
available information from the Internet Movie Database (IMDb) to deanonymize the original data set
(Narayanan & Shmatikov, 2008). Another study used anonymised census data from 1990 and found
that 87% of the American Population could be uniquely identified on the basis of just three data
variables – the 5-digit ZIP code, gender, and date of birth (Sweeney, 2000). As such, what is not
personal data now might well be so in the future (Dvara Research, 2020; Graef, Gellert, & Husovec,
2018).
Consequently, basing the regulatory remit of the NPDA on identifiability would mean that some data
points in one context may fall under the jurisdiction of the NPDA while in another context the same
datapoints may be used to extract PII and therefore fall out of the jurisdiction of the NPDA. This implies
that the NPDA will not be able to regulate all anonymised data in the same manner or using the same
tools. It necessitates the NPDA to engage with each instance of use of NPD to investigate if it in that
context reveals PII. For a regulatory body to effectively discharge its objectives, its regulatory remit
ought to be observable, certain and static. However, NPD is dynamic and context-dependent and cannot
be established in an absolute manner, making it hard to establish a certain regulatory remit (Dvara
Research, 2020). The illusive notion of NPD as a starting point for new regulation could create major
legal uncertainties and undermine the effectiveness of the objectives that it aims to pursue (Dvara
Research, 2020; Graef, Gellert, & Husovec, 2018).
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Section III: Gaps in consumer protection in the Framework
The Framework seems to have two chief tools for ensuring the protection of consumers/communities:
(i) the communities’ right to minimise the harm that arises from the re-identification and misuse of their
NPD, and (ii) the “duty of care” imposed on Data Custodians and Data Trustees in relation to the data
principal and community respectively. Our analysis suggests that these tools are inadequate and do not
offer robust consumer protection. Four specific gaps in the Framework’s formulation of consumer
protection are:

1.

“Harm” is not defined, is narrowly conceptualised and is not adequately mitigated under the
Framework.

The Framework sets the goal of minimising data-related harms from the re-identification and misuse of
NPD (pp. 5-6), and recognises the right of communities to minimise the harms from the use and misuse
of their NPD (p. 16). Despite these provisions, the Framework does not provide a definition of harm.
The Framework also has a very narrow conceptualisation of harm. In section 3.5, the Framework seeks
to “address privacy, re-identification of anonymized personal data, and prevent misuse of and harms
from data” (pp. 5-6). The content of the Framework disproportionately focuses on the privacy harms
that can arise from the sharing and use of NPD (such as in section 3.6, section 7.4 (iv) and section 8.6).
It does not consider the range of harms that can accrue to a community due to a misuse of their data.
Some of these can be an increased probability of collusion among firms after the strategic information
about a particular market has been revealed, as discussed in Section 1.2 of this Response. Similarly,
other harms can include revealing sensitive information such as political preferences and sexual
orientation of a community. Revealing this information does not necessarily invade the privacy of a
specific person – but it does reveal sensitive information about a group of people. The Framework does
not seem to expressly articulate these harms and explain how they can be mitigated in the proposed setup.
Finally, the Framework does not have adequate mechanisms to mitigate these narrowly conceived
harms. The Framework seems to have two chief tools for ensuring the protection of
consumers/communities, which are: (i) the communities’ right to minimise the harm that arises from
the re-identification and misuse of their NPD, and (ii) the “duty of care” imposed on Data Custodians
and Data Trustees in relation to the data principal and community respectively. The first invests a right
in the community to protect themselves from harm, and the second makes it illegal for Data Custodians
or Data Trustees to intentionally harm the data principal or community. However, the mechanisms for
communities to actually protect themselves from harm are absent. It also does not state what the
consequences of harming communities could be, and how the victims can be compensated.
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2.

Relying on consent for anonymisation of personal data is unsuitable for user protection in
relation to NPD.

Section 5.4 of the Framework recommends that Data Custodians must provide a notice to the data
principal, at the time of collection of personal data, indicating that said data might be anonymised and
used for other purposes. It also recommends that the notice must provide an opt-out mechanism for the
same (pp. 11-12).
It is well-recognised that consent should be explicit to the purpose of processing specific data, informs
an individual on how and where their data is being used, and it should be revocable at any time (EU
GDPR, n.a.; Office of the High Commissioner, United Nations Human Rights, 2013). However, by
requiring data principals to sign up for non-specific consent i.e., the consent that neither states which
parties can use their data and for what purposes and for how long, this consent does not qualify as either
informed or specific.
There exists rich literature to suggest that even informed consent artifacts have limitations on how well
they are able to support consumers in making informed and rational choices about the costs and benefits
of consenting to the collection, use, and disclosure of their personal data (Solove, 2012). Acquisti (2004)
has highlighted how immediate gratification bias — due to which individuals overvalue the immediate
period as compared to all future periods — can cause individuals to make suboptimal privacy decisions
(Dvara Research, 2020). Therefore, a lack of these crucial details in the Framework with respect to
consent makes it an even weaker tool for consumer protection.
A consent artefact lacking these crucial details will not be able to help consumers assess the riskiness
of sharing their NPD. It will also fail to communicate which entities can be held liable for any lapse in
consumer protection. It completely disempowers the consumer from being able to control how their
NPD can be used, or bringing to account those who deviate from the agreed terms of use.

3.

The proposed model for grievance redress in the Framework is unsuitable for safeguarding
consumers’ interests.

The NPD Framework in Section 7.7 (ii) states that “Data Trustees have a responsibility towards
responsible data stewardship and a 'duty of care' to the concerned community in relation to handling
non-personal data related to it”. As part of this responsibility “a Data Trustee is obligated to establish
grievance redressal mechanisms so that the community can raise grievances” (pp. 18-19). While this
is an improvement from the first draft of the NPD Framework which lacked a grievance redress
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mechanism altogether, the current Framework does not expand on the grievance redress available to
individuals/communities in case harms arise from the use of data.
Access to grievance redress is imperative, especially in the context of the digital economy, where risks
exist that have not even been conceived (Prasad, 2019). The provision currently relating to grievance
redress only confers upon Data Trustees the duty to set up a redress mechanism for communities to
raise grievances. It does not provide any further elaboration.
The NPD Framework currently has only stated that the communities are to raise grievances with a
regulator through the Data Trustees (pp. 16, 19). However, an analysis of the interactions between the
various actors in the system indicate that data trustees might not be the appropriate entity to act as the
point of contact for initiating redress by communities. Communities directly provide their data to Data
Custodians, and Data Trustees then create high-value datasets by interacting with Data Custodians.
Further, data in one HVD can belong to several communities. For instance, section 7. 9 (v) gives an
example of how the Directorate of Urban Land Transport could become a data trustee of HVD of traffic
data with data inputs from multiple ride-sharing platforms, city police department etc. (p. 20). Clearly,
this HVD would contain datasets from multiple communities - those that hail cabs, those that are
recorded in the databases of the police record, those who drive their own cars and so on. Similarly, one
community may provide data to several HVDs. For instance, these communities may also provide data
to the traffic department to create a dataset to manage traffic congestion in the city. Therefore, in the
current system - there is no one-to-one mapping of communities, their databases and Data Trustees.
Consequently, in the current system the onus would be on the communities to identify the relevant Data
Trustee with whom they should register their grievance, as they do not have any insight on which Data
Trustees are responsible for which datasets.
Our findings indicate that users consider themselves ill-equipped to seek remedies in the digital
economy for want of digital literacy and an understanding of the digital economy (CGAP, Dalberg &
Dvara Research, 2017). As such, lodging the responsibility on consumers to determine the exact nature
of data-related harms that has been caused, and to identify the faulting entity could lead to their
disempowerment. This could also create serious barriers in seeking redress.
To this end, we outline certain guiding principles that can be adhered to create an effective redress
system.
Recommendations for effective grievance redressal in the Framework
We lay out some guiding principles recognised in other jurisdictions and by multilateral organisations
that can be used as guidelines to create an effective grievance redress system within this Framework.
These principles include:
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i.

Ensuring accessibility: Providing ease of access to all is the most foundational principle of
grievance redress. The sub-components of this principle include:
a.

Providing appropriate support to those who are unable to access redress forums.

b.

Ensuring redress systems are inclusive, suitable to the culture, gender perceptive,
proportionate to the levels of literacy and the digital competencies of the population,
perceptive to the needs of the differently abled etc. (Asian Development Bank, 2010;
United Nations Office of the High Commissioner on Human Rights, 2011).

ii. Ensuring transparency: To inspire confidence among consumers, the grievance redress
system should function on two levels:
a.

The decision-making process in the redress system must be clearly communicated to the
consumer who has raised the grievance. The consumer should also be continuously
intimated about the progress made regarding the grievance.

b.

The grievance system should be kept accountable by requiring the publishing of various
insights from its operation such as volume of complaints addressed, most recurring type
of complaint etc. (International Commission of Jurists, 2019; International Finance
Corporation, 2020).

iii. Ensuring seamless redress: A grievance redress system must be procedurally effective by
ensuring that:
a.

the process of filing complaints is simple; and

b.

genuine grievances are not declined on procedural grounds (International Commission of
Jurists, 2019).

iv. Encouraging integrated redress management: A grievance redress system must ensure that
it does not impose cognitive burdens on the consumers which might create a barrier in seeking
redress. Therefore, the redress system must be easily accessible, and front a unified consumerfacing system which assumes the responsibility of directing the consumer grievance to the
appropriate regulator, government body or service provider (Bondy & Le Sueur, 2012).
v.

Enabling cost-effective and timely redress: Grievance redress systems should not create
barriers in the form of high monetary and time costs. Complaints must be addressed in a timebound manner, and the burden imposed should not be disproportionate to the economic value
in dispute, thereby defeating its very motivation (Raghavan, 2015).

These principles can be used as guidelines to create a grievance redress system that aids in addressing
issues relating to harms from the sharing of non-personal data. As such, there is a need to institute a
complete grievance redressal system at the core of the Framework’s ecosystem, especially since the
activity revolves around the sharing of data.
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4.

The Framework lacks clearly defined liability and accountability structures.

The Framework in Section 8.15 alludes to liability under the mechanisms which can provide certain
checks and balances to the creation of HVDs and the sharing process. It states that “organisations are
to be indemnified against any vulnerability found as long as they swiftly remedy it and adopt a
standards-driven approach (like annual light-weight, self-reported, self-audited digital compliance
reports)” (p. 31). However, the Framework does not provide any detail regarding how liability is to be
apportioned among the users of the shared data in instances where harm arises from such usage.
A liability framework is essential as it helps to strike a balance between improving the confidence of
consumers in a product or service while also providing room for innovation and improvement in the
product/service. The question of who ultimately bears the cost of possible damages is also imperative
for the roll-out of redress. Liability frameworks have been previously apportioned with the use of
product liability directives and safety regimes. However there are certain specific concerns that arise in
the context of emerging digital technologies which makes it difficult to allocate liability based on these
laws. These concerns and limitations must be looked into in further detail for the creation of a liability
framework.
Liability is broadly understood as one entity (or several) being responsible for any harm or damage
realised by another party, which may provide reasons for compensation, functionally or otherwise by
the responsible party to the latter (Debussche, César, & Mortier, 2019). The purpose of liability law,
from an economic perspective, is to provide adequate incentives to entities to invest in precaution, and
also to distribute the risk of accidents (Franzoni, 2014). As such, any liability framework should seek
to induce confidence in the safety, reliability and consistency of products and services so as to balance
the outcomes of protecting prospective victims of harm but also providing enough flexibility to help in
the development of new technologies, products or services (European Parliament, 2020). It also enables
to enforce claims of the victims. Any lack of clarity in apportioning liability could result in difficulty in
enforcing claims (European Commission, 2018).
Recommendations concerning the liability and accountability structures in the Framework
Therefore, the creation of legal certainty with respect to liability is an essential component for driving
innovation and for enforcing consumers’ claims should they be harmed. Some approaches that can be
considered in the context of emerging technologies include:
i.

Risk generating or risk management approaches: In this approach liability could be
apportioned to those entities generating a substantial risk for others or to those entities that are
in an appropriate position to curtail or circumvent the realisation of the risk.

ii. Voluntary or mandatory insurance schemes: This scheme can be combined with other
liability approaches. These schemes could compensate the party that has been affected (e.g.,
17

the consumer). This scheme would need to furnish legal protection to a business’ investments
while also ensuring that the victims of damage receive the appropriate compensation or
insurance (European Commission, 2017).
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